IOWAN OFFERS REVIEW OF SPORTS FOR CURRENT SEASON

Baseball Review Shows Iowa Team Setting a Standard in 1915

[Article continues discussing baseball team achievements and historical context]

Ferguson Sends a Reply

Letter to Professor Bush

[Article continues discussing the communication between Ferguson and Professor Bush, possibly regarding academic or athletic matters]

League Scores

[Table with scores of various teams, including American League teams such as New York, Chicago, Boston, Philadelphia, Cleveland, and Baltimore]

Senior Laws Pass Resolutions

[Article continues discussing the legislative activity in the Wyoming legislature, possibly covering measures related to education, athletics, or other significant topics]

The Weather
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Baseball Review Shows Iowa Team Setting a Standard in 1915

The Iowan offers a review of sports for current season. Has played fifteen games—ten in conference, four in non-conference—thus setting a standard in the second half of the season.

With ten victories, three defeats, and two ties, the Iowan can only congratulate the team for its success in the second half. The Iowan hopes that the team will continue in the same form next season. It will be interesting to see how the team will perform in the coming conference games.

Ferguson Sends a Reply

[Article continues discussing the communication between Ferguson and Professor Bush, possibly regarding academic or athletic matters]

League Scores

[Table with scores of various teams, including American League teams such as New York, Chicago, Boston, Philadelphia, Cleveland, and Baltimore]

Senior Laws Pass Resolutions

[Article continues discussing the legislative activity in the Wyoming legislature, possibly covering measures related to education, athletics, or other significant topics]

The Weather
HINKLEY TO ALASKA; afternoons enroute for the gold fields.
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We Launder Your Neglige Shirts

In a way that makes them look much better than is possible when they are sent to a washer-woman, or done at home.

You will find that we make them cleaner and whiter. If ordered, we wash them thoroughly, but so carefully that the colors stay bright.

We attach the shirts right, so the bosoms stay in place and the bosoms hold your neck bands. We bind the edges so that they look as nice as any other clothes.

Your Vacation Days will be incomplete without a camera. Come in now and we will show you the ANSCO, the amateur camera of professional quality, and tell you how to make your vacation pictures a success. We sell ANSCO Film, Cyclo Paper, ANSCO Chemicals, everything you need to take with you on your trip.

M ORRISON

PHARMACY

117 College Stree

Your

Vacation

Days

will be incomplete without a camera. Come in now and we will show you the ANSCO, the amateur camera of professional quality, and tell you how to make your vacation pictures a success. We sell ANSCO Film, Cyclo Paper, ANSCO Chemicals, everything you need to take with you on your trip.

M. A. SMITH.

FRED HAYES

Business Manager.

TODAY'S BURREN ON YOUTH.

Commencement bears heavily upon the youth of today, and reminds him of the high degree of scholarship which his time places on him. How he wishes often that he could change with "dad" or "grandpa." Then he would have had to worry about committing to memory the rudiments of the "Horse Was Not Burnt in a Day" species, brush up his Sunday suit for the exercises and his troubles would be over.

Now, however, he must spend here and there blossoms which will match her gown. Then "Rome suitaible present, but he must send flowers; not common flowers either, until that he could (;hange with ... ... "...

... "...

afternoon date when the movies will cost ... ... "...

"A Mid-Summer Night Dream"  
Monday evening 8:15  
"The Yellow Jacket"  
Tuesday evening 8:15  
"Jeanne d'Arc"  
Tuesday evening 8:15

"A Mid-Summer Night Dream"  
Given on the 17th of May, 1899, by the Coburn players on the stage of the University Campus.

THE COBURN PLAYERS
Under the auspices of the Reader's Club of the University

Prices—For series $2.00 and $1.50  
Single $1.00 and 75c

Given on the Campus of the University—One of the year's most remarkable offerings

"The Thor Electric Cleaner" is a...
Society Column

IOWA UNIVERSITY WILL INVITE PHARMACISTS TO COME HERE IN 1916

Iowa University pharmacists will again invite the Iowa Pharmaceutical association to hold its annual meeting in Iowa City.

The thirty-sixth annual meeting will be held at Clear Lake June 3-5, and Iowa City, through such men as Dean W. J. Teeters, Prof. Rudolph A. Kuever and Dr. C. F. Chase, the committee is planning to extend an invitation to come here in 1916. This association was asked in 1914 to meet here in 1915, but decided to go to Clear Lake, and indicated that it would consider an invitation for the future. At the meeting next month, the Iowa University Annual association of students and other Pharmacists college students of other days will hold a reunion.

IRVING W. KUEVER

IOWA UNIVERSITY WILL INVITE PHARMACISTS TO COME HERE IN 1916

Ferguson Answers Aviator Robinson, whose flights here last Saturday, the 29th, will be witnessed by a U.S. Government aerial observer.

If Robinson can then make the necessary speed and altitude records demanded by the government, his company will be given contract for 50 monoplanes, at $3,200 each, by the U.S.
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